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A

labama Regional Medical Services (hereafter called “ARMS”) welcomes sealed
proposals for Purchasing RFP Professional Marketing Services Procurement. ARMS
will consider service providers whose proposals meet the criteria established in the
Request for Proposals. ARMS may directly negotiate final terms with the selected service
provider(s). ARMS reserves the right to reject any or all responses for any reason. ARMS
may also request clarification of information from any responding Contractors. Work is to
commence on MONDAY, APRIL 18, 2022.
SUBMISSION INSTRUCTIONS
Contractors wishing to submit a bid must submit complete proposal in a sealed package,
which shall be clearly marked “ARMS Purchasing Manager — Confidential RFP 20-04
Professional Marketing Services.” Clearly marked, sealed proposals must be mailed to
the following address in accordance with deadlines and instructions in this RFP:
ATTN: Toni Haynes, Alabama Regional Medical Services, 7001 Crestwood Blvd,
Suite 822 Birmingham, AL 35210

ARMS must receive proposal packages no later than 5:00 p.m. on FRIDAY, MARCH 25,
2022, at which time all marketing proposals will be publicly opened.
Proposals will not be accepted if sent by email. ARMS will not consider proposals
received after the time and date specified for the opening; ARMS will return late
proposals unopened. Furthermore, proposals are legal and binding when submitted.

PRE-PROPOSAL CONFERENCE AND QUESTIONS
ARMS will hold a Pre-Proposal Conference at 10:00 am on TUESDAY, March 15, 2022
at Alabama Regional Medical Services, located at 712 25th Street North, Birmingham,
Alabama 35203. A virtual option will be provided for those wishing not to travel for an in-

person conference. The conference will include a review of the proposal documents and
a question-and-answer session.

Attendance at the Pre-Proposal Conference is strongly encouraged, but not required.
Prior to the Pre-Proposal Conference, ARMS will post a meeting agenda on its website.
ARMS expects Contractors to be familiar with the proposal requirements and to provide
ARMS with any questions regarding the proposal documents at the Pre-Proposal
Conference or by the deadline for Contractor questions.
Contractors shall submit all questions to only TONI HAYNES AT 7001 Crestwood Blvd,
Suite 822 Birmingham, AL 35210 NO LATER THAN 5:00 P.M. ON FRIDAY, MARCH 11,
2022. ARMS will post answers to submitted questions pertaining to this RFP on the
Purchasing page of its website.
Contractors may not withdraw their proposal for a period of one hundred and eighty (180)
days after the time and date scheduled (or subsequently rescheduled) for proposal
opening. ARMS staff will review all proposals submitted before the required deadline.
ARMS, at its sole discretion, may short-list firms that ARMS deems best meet the
requirements, taking into consideration all criteria listed in the RFP. ARMS may, at its
sole discretion, ask for formal presentations from all of the responsive and responsible
Bidders, or only from those firms that are short-listed.

SEALED AND SIGNED PROPOSAL INSTRUCTIONS
To support a non-biased evaluation of submitted proposals, ARMS is requesting Bidders
to submit their proposals in one (1) clearly labeled, SEALED envelope containing one (1)
printed and signed original, and (6) printed copies.
ARMS will score all proposals first and then evaluate cost proposals. Following the
review of the proposals, ARMS will review Bidders ’cost proposals and calculate the final
score for each proposing Bidder. ARMS reserves the right to review only the cost
proposals from the highest-ranked vendors who demonstrated, in ARMS ’opinion, the
best ability to meet the requested needs.

SELECTION AND NEGOTIATIONS

ARMS may negotiate with the highest-ranking vendor(s). Negotiations may take place in
person or via telephone with the qualified firm(s) as identified by ARMS, or if short-listing
occurs, ARMS may negotiate with some or all of the short-listed Bidders. ARMS may give
Bidders an opportunity to submit their best and final offers, which shall include a contract
signed by the Bidder. ARMS requires pricing to remain firm for the duration of 24 months
(or the life of the contract if the relationship extends beyond this duration) once a contract
is awarded. Failure to hold firm pricing for the duration of the contract will be sufficient
cause for ARMS to declare a proposal non-responsive.
The Bidder awarded the Contract must provide proof of liability insurance, along with any
other required insurance coverage and evidence of business or occupational license, as
outlined in the RFP.
ARMS reserves the right to waive any informalities or irregularities of proposals, to
request clarification or information submitted in any proposal, to request additional
information from any Bidder, or to reject any or all proposals and to re-advertise for
proposals. ARMS also reserves the right to extend the date or time scheduled for the
opening of proposals. Award, if made, will be to the responsible and responsive Bidder
submitting the proposal deemed by ARMS, in its sole discretion, to be the most
advantageous to ARMS, price and other factors considered.
COMMUNICATIONS
To ensure the proper and fair evaluation of proposals, ARMS prohibits any
communication, except as expressly authorized herein regarding this solicitation initiated
by a Bidder or its agent to an employee of ARMS evaluating or considering the proposal
during the period of time following the issuance of the RFP, the opening of proposals and
prior to the time a final decision (vote) has been made with respect to the contract award.
A designated employee or representative of ARMS who is not a member of the selection
team may initiate communication with a Bidder in order to obtain information or
clarification needed to develop a proper and accurate evaluation of the proposal. Any
communication initiated by Bidder regarding this solicitation during evaluation period
should be submitted in writing, marked CONFIDENTIAL and delivered to TONI HAYNES
AT 7001 Crestwood Blvd, Suite 822 Birmingham, AL 35210 OR BY EMAIL
AT thaynes@arms.healthcare. Unauthorized communication by the Bidder shall
disqualify the Bidder from consideration.
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1.1 ABOUT ARMS
Alabama Regional Medical Services (ARMS) is a Federally Qualified Health Center
located in Birmingham, Alabama. Since 1985, ARMS has provided high-quality and
accessible health care services to meet the needs of entire families. ARMS ’health care
services are comprehensive, including comprehensive urgent, acute and primary health
care.
Additionally, ARMS is a barrier breaker to those who traditionally have a difficult time
accessing high-quality health care. ARMS is a Certified Primary Care Medical Home
(PCMH) to the underserved, uninsured, under-insured, low-income and the unhoused.
ARMS services connects patients in need of urgent and primary care to the
following:

•

Acute and chronic illness treatment

•

Physical exams

•

Family planning

•

Diabetes testing and care

•

Immunizations

•

Flu vaccinations

•

X-rays

•

Blood pressure monitoring

•

Health education

•

Nutrition counseling

•

Well child check-ups

•

HIV and TB screening and education

•

Optometry services

•

Treatment for black lung, asthma, chronic bronchitis and emphysema

•

COVID-19 testing and vaccinations

•

Referrals for specialty care

Dental services are also provided, including:

•

Emergency, primary and preventive dental services for children and adults

•

Treatments and x-rays

•

Replacement of missing teeth, crowns, bridges and partials

Behavioral health services include:

•

Case management

•

Intensive outpatient substance abuse treatment

•

Mental health counseling

ARMS offers a network of clinics. They include the following:

•

Metro

•

•

ARMS Ensley Clinic

•

•

417 19th Street Ensley • Birmingham, AL 35218

ARMS Crestwood Medical Center

•
•

712 25th Street North • Birmingham, AL 35203

7001 Crestwood Blvd • Birmingham, AL 35210

ARMS Northern Clinic

•

2817 30th Ave N • Birmingham, AL 35207

•

ARMS Northern Adult

•

ARMS Northern Black Lung

•

ARMS Northern OB\GYN

•

ARMS Northern Pediatrics

•

ARMS Northern Podiatry

•

ARMS Northside Dental

1.2 ABOUT THIS PROCUREMENT
The selected marketing service provider shall provide service to ARMS for the period of
two years, plus one additional year at ARMS ’option.

ARMS is looking for marketing service providers with an approach and track record for
powering customer growth. ARMS has clear objectives. They include:
Diversify and expand patient population

ARMS seeks to measurably diversify and expand its patient population by the end of
2022. Currently, ARMS proudly provides health care services to uninsured and underinsured patients. We want to sustain this, as doing so aligns with our mission. However,
we also want to increase the populations of patients we serve who are insured through
Medicaid, Aetna, Blue Cross & Blue Shield and other major insurance providers. In
addition to improving our mix of insured/uninsured/under-insured patients, we also place
an emphasis on marketing services that speaks to people who belong to diverse cultures
and ethnicities (i.e. Latin/Hispanic, Black, Asian/Pacific Islander, Indigenous, etc.)
Increase patient visits by 6,000
We serve thousands of patients annually. However, we have the capacity to serve more
patients. ARMS seeks to partner with a marketing service provider with the ability to
execute strategies that attract and sustain a 40% increase in patient visits annually.
Considering the aggressive pursuits detailed in this objective, ARMS is open to
considering approaches that establish annual milestones for growth — ultimately
achieving the aforementioned 6,000 patient increase no later than the second quarter of
2023.
In addition to marketing service providers with an ability to execute marketing strategies
that advance these objectives, ARMS also values partners who can offer impeccable
strategic consultancy, including astutely assessing and offering solutions for addressing
barriers that could be impeding growth and advancement.

1.3 MARKETING SERVICES DEFINED /
SCOPE OF SERVICES
ARMS views communications, marketing and public relations through an acute industry
lens. Inasmuch, we believe that public relations is a management function. As a
management function, public relations includes the development of research-backed
strategic communications programs that provide insights for advancing measurable
objectives. We believe that marketing is a necessary tactical function for said researchbacked communications programs, and thus identifies and utilizes a variety of
communications vehicles for ensuring that core messaging reaches and compels desired
audiences to action.
In addition to strategic public relations insights, ARMS is seeking partners with an ability
to also execute the following marketing scope of work:
Social media management / digital media

ARMS understands the power of digital media. We also understand its limitations. So, as
part of the media mix, we look forward to working with a partner who uses social media to
drive engagement and increase ARMS ’audience across Twitter and Facebook.
Additionally, we are also open to counsel regarding the utilization of additional social
media platforms. Lastly, ARMS is open to strategies that propose the use of digital media
advertisements.
OOH (Out-of-Home)
ARMS is interested in using out-of-home platforms to connect with audiences. These
include, but do not limit to, compelling advertisements that can be placed alongside hightraffic billboards, bus ads, banner ads featured on buildings, and station domination
executions.
Television / Radio Advertisement
ARMS is interested in partnering with a marketing service provider with an ability to
produce and place compelling advertisements that drive patient visitation.

1.4 TERM OF CONTRACT
The term of the contract for the delivery of professional marketing services will be from
APRIL 18, 2022 through the following twenty-three (23) succeeding months, plus another
twelve (12) months at ARMS ’election.
Anticipated Scheduled Events:

•

RFP Issue Date: MONDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 2022

•

Last Day for Questions: FRIDAY, MARCH 11, 2022

•

Pre-Proposal Conference: TUESDAY, MARCH 15, 2022

•

Proposal Due Date: FRIDAY, MARCH 25, 2022

•

Written Proposal Evaluations: MONDAY, MARCH 28, 2022

•

Interviews for Short-Listed Bidders: THURSDAY, MARCH 31, 2022

•

Contract Award: FRIDAY, APRIL 8, 2022

•

Executed Contract Commences: MONDAY, APRIL 18, 2022

(PLEASE NOTE: Dates are subject to change)

PROPOSAL FORMAT

2.1 ECONOMY OF PRESENTATION
Each proposal shall be prepared simply and economically, providing straightforward and
concise delineation of Bidder’s capabilities to satisfy the requirements of this RFP.
Emphasis in each proposal must be on completeness and clarity of content. To expedite
the evaluation of proposals, it is essential that Bidders follow the format and instructions
contained herein. ARMS factors in the proposal itself when considering the Contractor’s
ability to deliver high-quality services.

2.2 PROPOSAL SUBMISSION
To support a non-biased evaluation of submitted proposals, ARMS requests that Bidders
submit their proposals in a sealed envelope. Bidders shall submit the technical and cost
proposal envelopes in one (1) sealed and marked package sent to the designated
address but in separate envelopes within that package. ARMS will score all marketing
proposals first before evaluating the Cost Tables – Appendix X. Once ARMS evaluates
all marketing and cost proposals, the selection team will calculate the final score for each
proposing Bidder for each service area.

2.3 MARKETING PROPOSAL
The marketing proposal envelope shall contain the following:

•
•

Six (6) printed and one (1) signed original; and
The outside of the marketing proposal envelope must be clearly labeled with the
Bidder’s organization name, address, contact information and labeled (RFP)

“ARMS Purchasing Manager — Confidential RFP 20-04 Professional Marketing
Services.”

2.4 COST PROPOSAL
The cost proposal shall contain only the following:

•

One (1) printed and signed original

2.5 PROPOSAL CONTENT
ARMS expects that all Bidders responding to this RFP will develop responses that are
concise, customized and exhaustive.
ARMS expects marketing and cost proposals to be well organized. A table of contents is
required in the marketing proposal. The table of contents should include, at a minimum,
all listed items in the sequence indicated below in section 2.5.1 Marketing Proposal
Content. In each section of the proposal, Bidders should address the items in the order
as listed in the RFP.
Forms provided in the RFP must be completed and included in the appropriate section of
the proposal. The marketing and cost proposals shall include the following.
2.5.1 Marketing Proposal Content
Below is an outline of what the marketing proposal should include. Bidders shall use tabs
that clearly mark section headings. Bidders shall submit the marketing proposal in a
sealed envelope as specified in the section 2.2 of this RFP.
The Marketing Proposal Content may NOT exceed fifty (50) total 8 1⁄2 x 11 pages not
including anything in the appendices, some of which are part of the cost proposal.

Proposers are allowed to submit supplementary material above the fifty-page limit in an
Appendix: Examples of Previous and Relevant Work, but that information may or may not
be read by reviewers and will not be considered part of the official proposal. Pages
should also be numbered sequentially to ensure the order of the proposal.
Failure to follow proposal format and content requested by this RFP may result in
proposal disqualification.

A. Letter of Transmittal

A letter of transmittal that provides the following information must accompany the
marketing proposal. The letter of transmittal must:
1. Identify the submitting organization.
2. Identify the name, title, telephone number and an email address of the contact
person of the organization.
3. Include a statement acknowledging no proposal may be withdrawn for a period
of one hundred and eighty (180) days after the time and date of proposal
opening.

B. Response to Scope of Work
Bidders shall address each listed item in order as it appears, providing separate
descriptions for each marketing service it proposes. Bidders should not merely affirm
an item but rather expand (concisely) how each scope item will be addressed
throughout the duration of the contract. Failure to address any item listed below may
result in rejection of proposal.
1. Clearly state your understanding of the objectives detailed in this proposal
(section 1.3), requested work activities, and marketing deliverables requested by
this RFP. Bidders shall address each item within the scope of work. Bidders
must also include in their responses key performance indicators; and include an
explanation and description of your methodology for delivering marketing
services to ARMS and/or provide examples of when you have performed similar
services previously.
2. Describe your firm’s approach and methodology to ensure delivery of highquality marketing services.

3. Describe your firm’s methodology to ensure collaboration with ARMS’ staff and
leadership to provide visibility to research, evaluations and assessment and, if
authorized, evidence that the placement of media is being used effectively.
4. Provide and describe a list of any firm-supplied software, equipment and
supplies you anticipate using to advance the scope of work detailed in this RFP.

5. Describe your firm’s approach to support the marketing services requested in the
RFP, and for advancing ARMS ’objectives. Please ensure that this section of
your proposal includes the following:
1. Research
2. Goals
3. Objectives and Milestones
4. Key Performance Indicators
5. Tactics and Deliverables (to include, but not limit to, descriptions and/or
speculative concepts for print, content and digital media executions)
6. Evaluative tools to be used to measure stated objective

SPECIAL NOTE: Your marketing proposal is considered complete if it includes a detailed
description of projected media purchasing expenses (see Appendix B). The budget you
include in Appendix B is speculative. ARMS will handle the content you provide in
Appendix B as a framework for initiating media purchasing discussion. The projected
budget detailed in Appendix B should reflect financial considerations necessary for
executing your proposed marketing strategy. The details in Appendix B does not
constitute a contract, and will be considered separately from the overall stated fees
included herein for your serves.

QUALIFICATIONS AND
EXPERIENCE
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3.1 Qualifications of Firm

This section shall include information on the Bidder’s corporate organization (history,
size, etc.), past experiences and/or case studies, and skills regarding the Bidder’s record
of accomplishment, reputation and past performance in providing marketing services.
Furthermore, Bidders shall provide information pertaining to the following:

•
•
•

Describe attributes, special capabilities, techniques or resources that make your
firm uniquely qualified to provide requested services.
Discuss your firm’s involvement with similar projects.
State whether the Bidder has any pending litigation, and state whether the firm has
had any litigation in the last five (5) years and the outcome of such litigation.

•

A listing of ongoing similar contracts to this RFP that are currently in effect or
recently executed.

3.2 QUALIFICATIONS OF STAFF
ARMS expects to work with a team of qualified and capable marketing professionals.
Inasmuch, we have an expectation that the professionals delivering marketing services
will embrace a team approach to meeting our needs and advancing our objectives.

Bidders shall include the following content in this section:

•
•

Provide resumes or professional profiles of key personnel (Directors and
Managers) already identified that the Contractor would likely assign to this project.
Provide a high-level organizational chart, which should depict how the Bidder’s
organization intends to staff the team to deliver the marketing services detailed in
this RFP.

3.3 REFERENCES
Bidders shall submit three (3) professional references, including the name, address,
telephone number and email of the reference. Reference contact must have agreed to
provide a complete and uncensored testimony.
Bidders shall include a brief description of the services provided to the reference, and/or
detail the nature of the relationship. Professional references for services rendered to nonprofit organizations is preferred.

3.4 APPENDICES CRITERIA
EVALUATIVE
Bidders may attach other materials that they feel may improve the quality of their
responses. Each Bidder may, but is not required to, include additional references,
resumes and any other materials deemed necessary, but not provided otherwise (such
as promotional literature, etc.). Note that these materials may or may not be reviewed by
all evaluators and shall not be part of the official evaluation except to the extent they
support qualifications and experience of the Bidder.

4. EVALUATIVE CRITERIA
ARMS ’procurement and purchasing professionals will lead the selection process —
inviting senior leaders or the chief executive to the process once they have identified the
finalists. The selection process will be guided by the quality of the vendor’s submission
relative to the below criteria. Client can consider a point scale to guide judging.
A. Adherence to the RFP Instructions
B. Completeness and Quality of the Proposed Management Plan and
Approach of Work
C. Qualifications of Firm
D. Cost Proposal

E. Interviews (to be considered only for finalists who are invited to present)

Each vendor can earn a maximum of three (3) points for each criterion. The vendors
accruing the highest total score shall be considered to advance as finalists, and
potentially be invited to make a presentation.

(PLEASE NOTE: The cost proposal and the overall submission shall be viewed
separately. The cost proposal will be viewed by the selection team only after the merits of
the other content have been reviewed and assessed.)

VENDOR SELECTION SCORECARD
4.1 Adherence to
the RFP
Instructions
Timeliness

Completeness

Overall quality and
professionalism

Overall response

Vendor 1

Vendor 2

Vendor 3

Vendor 4

Vendor 5

4.2 Proposed
Management
Plan and
Approach of
Work

Adheres to
proposal content
and format
Included Letter
of Transmittal
Clearly stated
understanding of
the objectives
Described your
firm’s approach
and
methodology
Described firm’s
methodology to
ensure
collaboration
with ARMS’

Completely
described firm’s
approach to
supporting
requested
marketing
services

Vendor 1

Vendor 2

Vendor 3

Vendor 4

Vendor 5

4.3 Qualifications of Vendor 1
Firm

Clearly described
unique qualities

Clearly described
qualification of staff

Included requested
references and
contact information

Vendor 2

Vendor 3

Vendor 4

Vendor 5

4.4 Cost Proposal Vendor 1

Vendor provided
clear budget and
comprehensive
budget

Vendor’s budget
was reasonably
priced compared
to other
submissions

Vendor 2

Vendor 3

Vendor 4

Vendor 5

APPENDIX A
Overall Score

Special Instructions: Appendix A and Appendix B must be sealed separately from the
rest of your RFP submission.

Fee/Cost Proposal
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Title/Position

Responsibility
Description

Hourly Rate

Number of
Annual Budget
Projected Annual
Hours

Subtotal:
Administrative
Fees for
Technology
(if applicable)

List of Project
Management
Platforms

List of Social
Media
Management
Software

List of other
Annual Budget
technology to be
used to execute
scope of work

Subtotal:
Grand Annual
Budget:

Include only the names and rates for the staff to be assigned to this scope of work.
ARMS understands that executing this scope of work may require the use of technology (HootSuite,
Project Management Systems, etc.). Please detail the technology you will provide to execute this scope
of work, and if ARMS shall incur an administrative fee for utilizing said technology.

APPENDIX B
Special Instructions: Appendix A and Appendix B must be sealed separately from the
rest of your RFP submission.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: The items below are speculative and will not be considered as part of
your aforementioned annual fee. Content in this appendix does not constitute a contract, and shall
be used exclusively for setting media purchasing expectations.

Speculative Media Buying Budget
Media Channel

Social Media
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CPM (Cost Per 1000)

Budget for Channel

Proposed Usage Duration

Budget

Media Channel

CPM (Cost Per 1000)

Budget for Channel

Proposed Usage Duration

Budget

Subtotal:

Out of Home / Print

Subtotal:

Television / Radio

Sub Total:

Grand Total:

Vendors are asked to provide a speculative media budget that includes various channels that will
support the strategy included in the RFP response. Vendors may not be held to this budget, and the
budget is subject to change. Vendors are asked to provide a speculative media budget that includes
various channels that will support the strategy included in the RFP response. Vendors may not be held
to this budget, and the budget is subject to change.

